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Introduction

Laura A. Henry and Lisa McIntosh Sundstrom

In the shabby room of an abandoned kindergarten in the town of Novozybkov, near the 
Russian border with Belarus, a group of twelve schoolchildren gather for the weekly 
meeting of their Ecology Club. The children squirm and laugh as do children every-
where, but one aspect of their lives differs from their peers elsewhere—they live within 
Russia’s Chernobyl zone of radioactive contamination. Their club of nature lovers is led 
by Ksenia Klimova, a young teacher and librarian. By teaching the children an appre-
ciation of the natural environment and basic scientific knowledge, Klimova hopes to 
raise environmental awareness and prevent future disasters and to give the next genera-
tion a sense of optimism about the future in a town that has had both its public health 
and community spirit badly damaged by the 1986 nuclear accident. She represents one 
of thousands of Russians who are engaged in voluntary community activities to im-
prove the well-being of their fellow citizens or to take advantage of new formally demo-
cratic rules and institutions to persuade the government to change its policies.

The dramatic collapse of the Soviet regime in 1991 symbolized not only the trans-
formation of Russia’s political and economic institutions but also the transformation 
of Russian citizens’ day-to-day reality. Along with new freedoms of speech and asso-
ciation came new challenges, including the erosion of the state welfare system that 
encompassed free or inexpensive education, medical care, housing, and pensions. 
Russian citizens have responded to these changes over the past fifteen years with a 
range of behaviors from apathy to activism.

This volume is dedicated to exploring those responses and the emergence of civil 
society in postcommunist Russia. It is particularly apropos to consider how Russian 
citizens are engaging in voluntary activism at the present moment. The benign ne-
glect of civil society during the Yeltsin years has given way to a more vigorous policy 
of the Putin administration to engage actors in civil society in a directed way. How 
does the Russian state facilitate civil society development and how does it discourage 
citizen activism? What role is played by international actors? And what of the Soviet 
legacy? How does it impinge on citizens’ activities in the public sphere more than a 
decade after the end of the Communist regime? The contributors to this volume ad-
dress these questions in relation to a broad range of issue areas.

3



4 LAURA A. HENRY AND LISA McINTOSH SUNDSTROM

Our Approach to Civil Society

Russian civil society encompasses elements of both change and continuity, of Soviet- 
era practices and institutions that persist into and shape the postcommunist period, 
and of innovative types of societal cooperation that have arisen to address contempo-
rary problems. Tensions within civil society include civil society actors’ search for a 
stable resource base, efforts to mobilize public support, attempts to gain influence 
over state policies, and the need to reconcile the continuation of the politics of per-
sonalism with new formally democratic laws and institutions. Efforts to resolve these 
tensions offer a likely locus for future political and social change in Russia.

What draws scholars’ attention to civil society, however, frequently is not a neutral or 
objective interest in political change. Our motivation is most often found in predictions 
of civil society’s positive influence on democracy and democratization. Normative con-
cerns for democratic politics color the study of civil society. For example, in his investi-
gation of Italian politics, Robert Putnam demonstrates how norms of reciprocity and 
social trust enable social organizing and are themselves increased by active cooperation 
among citizens, resulting in a virtuous circle of civic engagement (Putnam 1993). Larry 
Diamond, looking at recent political transitions, argues that civil society plays a pro-
found role in consolidating new democratic regimes by persistently demanding adher-
ence to formal democratic rules and organizing petitions for continued political reform. 
Thus civil society enhances “the accountability, responsiveness, inclusiveness, effec-
tiveness, and hence legitimacy of the political system” (Diamond 1999,249). In the case 
of Russia and other postcommunist states, scholars seized upon the reemergence of civil 
society not only as a means of explaining the suddenness and peaceful nature of regime 
transition but also as a path to the possible consolidation of new democratic regimes.

The intention of this volume is not to assume or to argue that civil society is inher-
ently democratic, however, but to look at the variety of ways in which citizens coop-
erate in the public sphere and address the state. Moreover, our authors move beyond 
basic assessments of whether civil society as it is currently developing is fostering 
democratic norms and behavior in order to ask why civil society does or does not play 
this role. We wish to assess the extent to which actors in civil society are strong 
enough to achieve their goals and to identify the constraints that limit their ability to 
do so. The past fifteen years have shown that extreme assumptions—optimistic and 
pessimistic—about the fate of Russia’s civil society need to be supplanted by a more 
complex understanding of the patterns of interaction within civil society, of the con-
ditions that facilitate it and constrain it, and the various ways Russians are collec-
tively coping with the challenges of postcommunism. Considering the factors behind 
the development and effectiveness of civil society improves our ability both to predict 
and to explain political and social change and moves beyond the relatively extreme 
depictions of civil society in much of the scholarly literature and sloganeering use of 
civil society in the realm of practical politics.

As a result, this volume offers a parsimonious definition of civil society intended 
to capture a variety of different types of interaction, concluding that it is best to avoid
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an outcome-based definition of civil society (i.e., are instances of societal coopera-
tion democracy-supporting or not?) and instead offer a relational definition in which 
we envision civil society as an intermediary between the public and private spheres.1 
We contend that civil society is a space of citizen-directed collective action, located 
between the family and the state, and not directed solely toward private profit. As a 
consequence, we exclude from our definition political parties (which aim to capture 
seats of government), business firms and organized crime groups (which are profit- 
oriented), groups employing violence to achieve their goals, and individual activities 
that are not publicly oriented. Nonetheless, we argue that it is essential to consider the 
role played by business elites, organized crime networks, and for-profit and state- 
owned media outlets in the development of Russian civil society due to their influ-
ence on governance and the broader environment in which civil society operates in 
postcommunist Russia, as well as outstanding debates over whether they indeed do 
belong within the definition of civil society.

Russian Civil Society: A Broad View

The contributions to this volume range across time, geography, and issue areas in an 
effort both to capture the enduring features of Russian civil society and to recognize 
innovative types of social cooperation. The chapters look back to pre-Soviet and So-
viet history at patterns of state-society interaction. The authors also travel beyond 
Moscow to investigate the state of civil society in regional capitals, small towns, and 
rural areas. Rather than focus only on relatively well-known environmental, women’s 
rights, and human rights organizations, these contributions also consider neglected 
areas of study such as disability rights, migrant resettlement, and the adaptation of 
Soviet-era organizations. Finally, while most scholarly attention to Russian civil soci-
ety development has been directed at formal nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), 
many of which receive some form of foreign assistance, contributors to this volume 
also consider previously overlooked instances of societal cooperation through infor-
mal social networks. What follows is a brief summary of the chapters.

The first section of the volume considers the history of civil society in Russia. 
Mary Schaeffer Conroy’s chapter on civil society in late Imperial Russia begins our 
exploration. Drawing on new evidence from the archives, Conroy demonstrates that, 
contrary to depictions of Imperial Russian society as inactive and fragmented, Rus-
sian citizens had begun to organize independent charities and hobby organizations, 
assert their legal rights, and participate in local representative and law-enforcement 
structures. Conroy points to a combination of state policies and citizen initiative to 
account for the rise of social cooperation in the late tsarist period.

Turning to the Soviet period, Alfred Evans questions whether civil society existed 
in the Soviet Union. Evans concludes that it did not; however, he reminds us that 
while social organizations were largely under state control during the Soviet era, 
many of them still provided valuable services to the general public. Evans also 
identifies a wide variety of efforts to influence state policy and strategies of interest
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representation that persist to the present day, including the use of one’s official posi-
tion and contacts with key individuals as a means of affecting state behavior.

The next six chapters address the contextual factors shaping civil society develop-
ment. Sarah Oates chronicles the continued politicization of the media in Russia after 
a brief period of pluralism in the early 1990s, pointing out that the Russian state has 
little tolerance for media criticism. Oates argues that, due to the efforts of state and 
economic actors and public tolerance for a restricted media environment, the Russian 
media is becoming less diverse and less free, limiting its ability to play a role in civil 
society development.

In her chapter on organized criminal networks, Louise Shelley describes the close 
relations between criminal groups and state officials, arguing that this interaction 
leads to a new form of authoritarianism in Russia. Shelley points out several ways in 
which organized criminal groups undermine and usurp civil society organizations, by 
virtually replacing the state in some sectors and by threatening independent actors 
who speak out on criminal activities.

Peter Rutland’s investigation of relations between civil society and private business— 
in particular, the economic elite—chronicles the rise of oligarchic capitalism in Russia. 
Rutland’s analysis offers several insights into civil society development, including the 
continued dominance of a narrow elite uninterested in engaging other social groups yet 
still vulnerable to the state’s intolerance of political opposition. Rutland considers the 
Putin administration’s recent efforts to prevent opposition from oligarchs, most promi-
nently symbolized by the legal case against Mikhail Khodorkovsky, and sees them as 
reflecting more general patterns of repression of civil society.

In his chapter on the Russian Orthodox Church, Edwin Bacon offers a mixed assess-
ment of the role of Russia’s dominant religion in civil society development. Bacon cites 
the public’s trust in the Orthodox Church, the communal aspects of religious faith, and 
the pluralism of the Church at the local level as factors that could serve as a basis for the 
development of a vibrant associational life. Yet he also notes that the Orthodox Church 
has aligned itself closely with the state and attempted to constrain the freedom of other 
religious groups in Russia. Laws promulgated to reinforce the leading role of the Ortho-
dox Church, however, occasionally have been used by other religious organizations to 
defend themselves against attempts to limit pluralism in the religious sphere.

Stephen Wegren considers the potential for civil society development in rural ar-
eas of Russia by looking at three spheres of rural life: attitudes, organizations, and 
behavior. Using survey and interview data, Wegren assesses Russian rural residents’ 
trust in their political institutions, the number and scale of NGOs serving the rural 
population, and rural citizens’ participation in family and public events. While he 
offers a guardedly optimistic prognosis, Wegren convincingly points to the signifi-
cance of civil society development in understudied rural areas—which contain al-
most 30 percent of the country’s population—for Russia’s political future.

Concluding the section on contextual factors, Alfred Evans examines Vladimir 
Putin’s policies toward civil society. Evans describes the Putin administration’s incre-
mental and often indirect use of state resources to reward loyal social organizations
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and to punish critical groups, in spite of Putin’s rhetorical commitment to the rule of 
law and the development of a vigorous civil society in Russia. Evans convincingly 
argues that these policies illustrate Putin’s vision of a civil society that is subordinate 
to and managed by the state, and that this model of state-society interaction—by 
stifling free public debate—may jeopardize the long-term stability of the regime.

The next section of the volume presents case studies of civil society organizing 
around various issue areas. While chronicling the proliferation of women’s organiza-
tions in recent years, Valerie Sperling questions how effective these groups are at 
representing women’s interests to the state and changing public consciousness. She 
points out that organizations’ reliance on foreign assistance has facilitated the institu-
tionalization of the women’s movement but has also raised questions about whether 
the issues addressed by these groups serve to mobilize Russian women.

Lisa McIntosh Sundstrom compares Russian soldiers’ rights organizations and finds 
that those led by soldiers’ mothers are more effective—in terms of policy change and 
public support—than other groups critical of military policies. Sundstrom attributes 
this relative success of the soldiers’ mothers’ organizations to several factors, includ-
ing the role of motherhood in Russian culture, widespread public disapproval for 
physical harm to new recruits, and the mothers’ willingness to work cooperatively 
with state officials. Sundstrom contrasts these methods with more legalistic approaches 
to rights-based demands commonly found in the West.

In her chapter on labor organizations in Russia, Sue Davis contrasts the continued 
dominance of Soviet-era trade unions under the umbrella organization Federation of 
Independent Trade Unions of Russia (FNPR) with the new, independent trade unions 
that originated in the late Soviet period. While trade unions remain the largest mem-
bership organizations in Russia, they do a generally poor job of representing their 
members. Davis demonstrates that unions persisting from the Soviet era are more 
intent on defending their inherited commercial interests, while new unions struggle 
to counter the entrenched influence of the FNPR.

Laura Henry evaluates the ability of Russia’s environmental organizations to play 
an intermediary role between the state and society and finds these groups to be weak 
on a number of measures. She argues, however, that this image of overall weakness 
conceals growing diversity among the types of organizations and activities that popu-
late the green movement. Henry argues that the leaders of NGOs advocate models of 
state-society interaction that vary according to their different professional backgrounds 
and orientations toward the Soviet past.

Kate Thomson’s chapter comparing organizations working on issues of disabled 
children highlights the role of the state in facilitating groups within civil society. 
Thomson’s analysis shows that state agencies and officials, particularly at the local 
level, were instrumental in both the origination and effectiveness of disability organiza-
tions and locates this type of relationship within an interdependence model of state- 
society relations. Thomson speculates, however, that the closeness between organizations 
within civil society and the state ultimately may limit disability organizations’ ability to 
advocate for the rights of the disabled beyond basic service provision.
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In her contribution, Moya Flynn examines the situation of Russian migrants re-
turning to Russia from the former Soviet republics. Flynn demonstrates how NGOs 
working on migrant issues are subject to the vagaries of shifting federal and regional 
policies toward migrants and therefore struggle to influence policy. Given the lack of 
state services, Flynn argues that many migrants make the rational decision to rely on 
personal networks, which then may provide migrants with a path toward integration 
into civic life by resolving basic barriers to civic inclusion, such as questions of hous-
ing and employment.

Janet Johnson examines the multiple roles of women’s crisis centers in Russia, 
including their efforts to provide services, change policies, and raise public aware-
ness. Her research reveals a complicated array of public-private cooperation on the 
issue of domestic violence, with organizations dealing with the issue ranging from 
Western-style advocacy organizations to state-affiliated semi-NGOs. Johnson sug-
gests that a working group in the city of Barnaul, which links NGOs with responsible 
state agencies, offers a model for a potential “third way” between liberal and statist 
conceptions of civil society that promotes communication and builds new channels 
of interest representation.

Anne White advocates adopting a broad conception of civil society in order to 
examine an understudied aspect of contemporary Russian life: social cooperation in 
small towns. By surveying an array of topics—from NGOs to participation in town 
events—she finds sources of optimism in factors such as the high level of social trust 
in small towns. Counter to some arguments about the nature of the Soviet legacy, 
White also argues that in Russian small towns civic culture has “strong Soviet roots, 
and it could in some respects be quite promising for democratization” (Chapter 17).

Taken together, these chapters move beyond a simplistic characterization of Rus-
sian civil society as strong or weak, instead providing the reader with a more complex 
understanding of the varieties of civic activism that are occurring in Russia today. By 
analyzing these activities and organizations and the contextual factors that shape their 
development, we will be able to fruitfully compare contemporary Russian civil soci-
ety with other regions around the world and to develop an understanding of how civil 
society emerges and when citizen activism is more or less likely to be effective at 
generating political and social change.

Note

1. For a more complete discussion of debates related to defining civil society, see Appendix. 
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Civil Society in Late Imperial Russia

Mary Schaeffer Conroy

_________________________________________  2

In the popular mind, the government of Imperial Russia oppressed the citizenry, and 
the majority of citizens were illiterate and poverty-stricken, with no chance of better-
ing their lot.1 As the Soviet Union disintegrated in the 1990s, some claimed that Rus-
sians had never known democracy, implying that they never would. Some historians, 
meanwhile, insisted that society in late Imperial Russia had been so fragmented as to 
render it inert. Others contended that society in the late imperial period was hope-
lessly polarized, thus precipitating revolutions in 1905 and 1917.

New evidence from the archives has allowed us to build a mosaic which reveals 
(Whittaker 1984,118-19,140-88; Lincoln 1990; Conroy 1976,43-90) that in fact, a 
combination of government policies and private initiatives increased education, cre-
ated a lively cultural milieu, expanded public participation in policy making, and 
generated a fairly robust economy that provided increased social mobility and rising 
living standards (Gregory 1994,14-84), improved public health, and provided safety 
nets for the indigent and helpless. This chapter concentrates on the role of citizens in 
these endeavors, that is, on the creation of civil society. Civil society is taken here to 
refer to organizations and networks of cooperation that are created primarily by the 
initiative of citizens and draw at least in part on resources that are not granted by the 
state. A tentative civil society was visible in imperial Russia at least from the late 
eighteenth century, but civil society really burgeoned in the second half of the nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries. This chapter presents evidence of a wide range 
of activities by Russian citizens that contributed to the expansion of cooperative en-
deavors in the social space between families and the state in the last decades of the 
imperial regime (Kassow, West, and Clowes 1991, 6). We will see that people of 
humble backgrounds as well as the wealthy and those of high rank, women as well as 
men, were engaged in a variety of pursuits that forged civil society.

It must be noted that research on civil society in Imperial Russia is not complete and 
historians differ in their interpretation of many facts. Disparities and vested-interest 
entities existed in late Imperial Russia, the more so since it was not a country but an 
empire comprising variegated ethnic, linguistic, and religious groups. The place of revo-
lutionaries in civil society presents a particular conundrum, since three revolutions shook

l l
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the empire in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Civil society is a “big 
tent,” and individuals and groups of widely varying political persuasions can be a part 
of it. In this chapter, however, it is assumed that civil society in late tsarist Russia was 
composed of individuals who worked within the existing political and economic sys-
tem to modify it rather than seeking to topple it by violent means. According to this 
rubric, we will see that on their own initiative, many individuals and groups cooper-
ated with one another to improve the lives of their fellow citizens, eschewing the 
overthrow of existing political and economic institutions. Available evidence and analy-
ses by a growing number of scholars suggest that a small but lively civil society 
existed in Imperial Russia before 1917.

It is true that civil society in Imperial Russia had more obstacles to overcome than 
civil society in contemporary America. The Imperial Russian government was domi-
neering and intrusive and sometimes moved at a glacial pace. Records, laws, and 
regulations abounded throughout the imperial period. Until 1762, nobles were re-
quired to perform lengthy military and civil service, thus limiting the time they could 
spend on their own or societal pursuits. Before 1861, serfs, who constituted half the 
peasantry (peasants made up about 84 percent of the empire’s population), were not 
judicial persons and even after emancipation in 1861 suffered from some disabilities 
and restrictions on their physical mobility. Jews, who constituted only about 6 per-
cent of the population but were densely concentrated in the western borderlands, also 
experienced restrictions on their physical mobility and job options after 1881. In the 
first half of the nineteenth century, central officials curtailed businesses to some ex-
tent by making it difficult to form corporations, reportedly because of a fear of abuses 
in the selling of stock (Owen 1991a, 25-26); and in the second half of the nineteenth 
and the early twentieth centuries, the government often hampered business growth 
through onerous rules and tariffs. Throughout the imperial period, associations of all 
kinds were required to register with the government; regulations were particularly 
strict before 1905. Although censorship rules eased in 1905, until the end of the em-
pire government officials supervised publications and closed down those that they 
deemed pernicious.

Yet, notwithstanding the visible hand of the government, the inhabitants of the 
Russian Empire enjoyed a surprising amount of political, cultural, and economic au-
tonomy. It has been noted that the central Russian government, though fairly efficient 
and larger than the American government of that time, did not possess enough offi-
cials to govern a vast empire or adequately care for a heterogeneous populace, with 
transport limited by climate, and communications by the technology of the time. 
These factors, plus the need to share administrative and welfare costs, induced the 
government not only to allow but to foster local self-government of various types and 
to permit publicly funded schools and philanthropic and cultural organizations. The 
economy underwent a growth spurt in the 1890s and again from about 1908, provid-
ing wherewithal for social and cultural projects and disposable income for a broader 
swath of the population to participate in these projects (Gregory 1994, 27, 34, 48-
49). For example, the modest cost of the bicycle “for the middle classes, including
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skilled and clerical workers” in the 1880s and 1890s led to the formation of bicycle 
clubs in the major cities of the empire (McReynolds 2003, 96-101).

Local self-government in the towns and on the county and provincial levels also 
was a bridge to civil society, for local elected bodies furthered popular education and 
furnished examples of heterogeneous economic and social groups working in concert 
for common goals. The nobility’s self-government was restricted in the sense that it 
included only nobles, and nobles with a certain income at that. Nevertheless, the 
nobles’ assemblies did have an impact on the rest of the population, even though 
nobles constituted only about 1.5 percent of the whole. About half the nobles were 
not wealthy, did not own land, and had to work for a living (Blum 1961). Catherine 
the Great instituted self-government by the nobility in 1785. The nobles’ assemblies 
were to care for indigent, orphaned, and helpless nobles. Marshals of the nobility, 
elected by the assemblies, were to represent nobles’ concerns to the crown (de 
Madariaga 1990, 121-23). In the second half of the nineteenth century, marshals of 
the nobility convened zemstvo assemblies after those all-estate institutions were es-
tablished in 1864 (Wallace 1961, 29-30; Conroy 1976, 4-7) and dealt with a wide 
variety of peasant problems. Nobles also founded and supported charities and schools, 
as noted below.

Townspeople, who made up about 13 percent of the population in the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, also were given self-government by Catherine the Great 
in 1785. At first, all registered citizens, including small traders as well as wealthy 
merchants, were allowed to participate in city assemblies, although only those who 
had property that returned fifty rubles a year could be elected to the assembly steering 
committee, the city duma (de Madariaga 1990,124-27). Following field research by 
“enlightened bureaucrats,” the municipal government of St. Petersburg enlarged its 
electorate in the 1840s. Moscow did so in the 1860s; and by the 1870s, in some four 
hundred cities and towns, all who paid a small city tax were able to participate in city 
government. Representation was not equal, however. Three voting curiae gave pre-
ponderant representation to the richest and middle categories of urban dwellers. How-
ever, lesser citizens could participate and some people of modest backgrounds were 
elected as mayors. In the 1890s, in around seven hundred cities, the curiae were elimi-
nated and the size of the assembly was made commensurate with the urban popula-
tion. Simultaneously, suffrage requirements were raised and Jews were barred from 
participating in elections (Lincoln 1982, 109-16; Lincoln 1990, 134-43; Nardova 
1984; Hanchett 1976,97-114). Despite such restrictions, Daniel Brower emphasizes 
that civil society was visible in the towns. He documents the ways that municipal 
government blended classes and improved the environment for all urbanites (Brower 
1990, 104-39).

Even while serfdom existed, peasants also had grassroots government, although 
politicking often divided the community, and officials elected from the nobility (zemskie 
ispravniki) had some police powers over peasants and nomads. Male heads of house-
holds in each peasant commune {obshchina, mir) elected an elder (starosta) (Matsuzato 
2002,27,119). The communal assembly—or powerful groups within it—distributed
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strips of land to constituent families, collected poll taxes (in effect from 1724 to 1885), 
and chose recruits for the military (before service was made more equitable in 1874). 
After the serfs were emancipated, communes collected land payments to reimburse 
the state treasury, which had compensated nobles for the land and labor they lost. 
Throughout the imperial period, communes settled small-scale crimes and disrup-
tions of public peace (Wirtschafter 1997, 104-5). That system obtained among state 
peasants in Siberia, Cossacks, Finnish and Turkic nomads, and foreign colonists.

Law courts, although separate for each free soslovie (estate, pi. sosloviia) and tech-
nically closed to serfs before the mid-1860s, nevertheless helped foster civil society 
by making citizens aware of their separateness from the state and giving them a tool 
to protect private and public space. Serfs were not legal persons before 1861, but they 
circumvented that restriction and, utilizing a law that allowed serfs possessed by non-
nobles to sue for freedom, generated over thirty-five thousand lawsuits in provincial 
courts and the Senate (supreme appellate court) between 1835 and 1858 (Wirtschafter 
1997,120-23). The judicial reforms of 1864 increased recognition of citizens’ rights 
by establishing regular courts open to all classes on the county and provincial levels, 
with the possibility of jury trials for nonpolitical cases, and justice of the peace courts 
at the township level in thirty-four provinces. The judges in the latter courts were not 
trained, so justice was sometimes jough and ready, but the courts were more acces-
sible. Juries, used in civil and nonpolitical criminal cases in thirty-four out of fifty 
regular courts after 1864, stimulated the growth of civil society by forging coopera-
tion (albeit temporary) on common problems among disparate social and economic 
groups (Kucherov 1953, 72-73, 80-86).

Zemstvos or local councils, established in thirty-four out of fifty provinces and 
their counties in 1864, greatly strengthened civil society. They supplanted the Boards 
of Welfare, where from the time of Catherine the Great, representatives from the 
nobility, townspeople, and free peasants had assisted governors in caring for the indi-
gent and helpless. The new local governing bodies did not employ the procedure of 
“one man, one vote.” Owners of independent property, business properties, and prop-
erty in communes voted in separate curiae. Governmental authorities supervised the 
zemstvos. They were supposed to eschew political discussion and were prevented 
from combining with other zemstvos. The zemstvos were able to levy taxes, and their 
.frequent tax hikes particularly irritated peasant constituents. Nevertheless, zemstvos 
welded together former serfs, nobles, free peasants, and business people (Wallace 
1961, 27-48). Women property owners could vote through male relatives. Zemstvos 
markedly increased elementary schools and improved health care. Because they 
handled the same matters as local bodies in the United States, Charles Timberlake 
views them as authentic, participatory local governments (Timberlake 1991,164-79; 
Timberlake 1998, 53-54).

The zemstvos also encouraged change on the national level. Zemstvo work honed 
citizens’ negotiating skills in dealings with one another and with government offi-
cials. Zemstvo achievements supported demands for a national parliament. Flaunting 
official rules, zemstvos cooperated with each other in times of crisis, as when they
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assisted the central government during the Russo-Japanese War. Their record of 
achievements, coupled with popular upheavals and the advice of former Minister of 
Finance Sergei Witte, prompted Nicholas II to institute a national parliament in 1906 
and permit political parties (Porter and Gleason 1998a).

Businessmen and businesswomen contributed to the development of civil society, 
since they operated in a space distinct from government power; personified entrepre-
neurship, determination, and self-confidence, traits that are requisite for civil society; 
and subsidized the organizations that enlightened and benefited society. The tsarist 
government was a driving engine of large-scale industry during the reign of Peter the 
Great and again in the third quarter of the nineteenth century. Not only merchants and 
burghers—typical bourgeoisie—but also peasants (women as well as men) and nobles 
manufactured and sold products of all kinds for the domestic market and for export 
(de Madariaga 1990, 155; Edelman 1980, 16-17; Blum 1961, 290-92, 343, 390-
413; Platonov 1995; Ruckman 1984,50-51; Glickman 1992, 54-72). Entrepreneurs 
evaded restrictions on corporations and raised capital by forming closed partnerships 
(tovarishchestva) or expanding small-business (kustar) operations into larger ones 
(Owen 1991b; Conroy 1994, 137-61; Ruckman 1984, 50-62). Property and profits 
gave entrepreneurs autonomy. Business owners provided the bulk of funds for phi-
lanthropy, schools, and cultural projects. Employment raised living standards and 
increased numbers of those participating in extracurricular activities.

Associations formed by and for citizens of all types, usually initiated without stimu-
lus from the government, were the chief component parts of the abstraction that we 
call “civil society.” Emerging in the late eighteenth century, such associations par-
ticularly proliferated by the second half of the nineteenth century, due to the emanci-
pation of the serfs; tolerance by the central (and sometimes local) governments; the 
government’s need for financial and administrative assistance; increased prosperity, 
education, and self-awareness on the part of the populace; and more convenient trans-
portation and communication.

A few caveats must be noted. As has been mentioned, the central government did 
hover over civic associations. To operate legally, they were supposed to be officially 
chartered. However, some societies operated for a few years before becoming regis-
tered. They were not illegal or revolutionary but simply ignored cumbersome rules. 
Most civic associations were not large and did not involve the majority of the popu-
lace. But they did connect different sosloviia or groups for the benefit of a larger 
good, and they proved that the inhabitants of late Imperial Russia were self-starting 
and capable.

Adele Lindenmeyr regards private charitable organizations, which supplemented 
charity doled out by the central and local governments, as seedbeds of civil society. 
Including both sexes from all walks of life, private charities grew remarkably in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In 1803, there were 389 registered chari-
table institutions; by 1862, there were 768 (Lindenmeyr 1996, 233). The Orthodox 
Church was active in philanthropy. In 1878 there were about 11,500 parish 
guardianships, although Lindenmeyr asserts that they devoted 85 percent of their
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monies to church construction and only paltry sums to charity (ibid., 160). In general, 
according to Lindenmeyr, most charity offered in cities came from private sources. 
Wealthy merchants gave generously, particularly those in Moscow (ibid., 58,207-8). 
In 1895, there also were 16,500 noble “trusteeships,” with property worth 243 mil-
lion rubles; Moscow nobles alone sponsored 61 institutions. Twenty-eight indepen-
dent societies that still existed in 1901 had been founded in the first quarter of the 
nineteenth century. By 1855, these had nearly doubled to 40 private charity organiza-
tions funding 73 institutions. By 1880, private charity organizations had increased 
nearly eightfold, to 348, and supported 225 institutions. By the beginning of the twen-
tieth century private philanthropic organizations doubled again to 750, sponsoring 
some 3,224 charitable institutions, more than half those in the empire (ibid., 122). In 
1900, Moscow spent more per capita on charity than Paris, Berlin, or Vienna (Ruckman 
1984, 88).

An educated populace is the foundation of civil society. The enormous percentage 
of peasants in the empire meant that, in the aggregate, their education programs pushed 
civil society forward. Ben Eklof considers peasants “the driving force behind the 
progress in literacy registered in official statistics” between 1864 and 1890 (1986, 
84), for peasants supplemented state, local, and Orthodox church schools by learning 
on their own, or on their own initiative inviting teachers to their villages. Peasant 
village communes paid for schools, voluntarily or involuntarily, in fact supporting 
many schools attributed to the zemstvos (Eklof 1986, 83-87; Seregny 1996, 172), 
The most dramatic example of an individual peasant’s contribution to national educa-
tion in the eighteenth century was Mikhail Lomonosov. In the nineteenth century, 
that honor belonged to Ivan Sytin, whose rise from illiterate state peasant to million-
aire publisher is recounted compellingly by Charles Ruud (1990). Merchants, above 
all, subsidized schools. Isabel de Madariaga enthuses that “some merchants had al-
ready made substantial gifts for the setting up of schools” even before the Statute on 
National Schools appeared in 1786. Following the statute, “more voluntary gifts to 
the schools were made by merchants and townspeople than any other social group; 
eminent citizens of Moscow . . . each gave five hundred rubles.” At the end of the 
eighteenth century, the majority of pupils in six central provinces “where support for 
the schools was particularly noticeable were children of merchants or townspeople” 
(de Madiaraga 1990, 158).

Nobles complemented merchants in advancing education for society at large. In the 
early nineteenth century, merchants and nobles on their own initiative founded primary 
parish schools and secondary country schools and, as significantly, pledged to fund 
them over the long term (Walker 1984). In the reign of Nicholas I, according to Cynthia 
Whittaker, “the financial contributions of landowning nobility were largely respon-
sible for doubling the number of parish schools . . . and for supporting forty-seven 
pansions and six noble institutes. At the same time,” she continues, “non-nobles . . .  
contributed to the gymnasia and, along with various strata of the ‘obligated’ [poll- 
tax-paying] middle classes, supported private institutions which came to represent 27 
percent of all the schools under the educational ministry.” Indeed, in the middle of the
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nineteenth century, private lower and middle schools were more numerous than state- 
supported schools and the over one thousand parish schools were entirely privately 
funded (Whittaker 1984, 151). Various voluntary societies founded schools and fos-
tered literacy in other ways in the nineteenth century (Brower 1990,165-87). At the 
end of the empire, business people were active in supporting trade schools, teacher 
training schools, and schools and hospitals for peasants (Ruckman 1984, 94, 98). 
Most girls’ schools were privately financed, often by businessmen, so that by the 
early twentieth century, according to Patrick Alston, one out of three girls attended 
secondary school versus one out of four boys (the latter, of course, often left school 
for work) (Alston 1969,202-4). Cooperation between central and local governments, 
the State Duma, the Orthodox Church, and the private sector resulted in the near 
doubling of teacher-training and elementary schools between 1908 and 1914, although 
Russia still needed twice as many lower schools again to achieve universal primary 
education (Seton-Watson 1967, 639). All eight dental schools in the empire were 
privately established and supported by tuition, women forming a sizable proportion 
of the student body, although the Ministry of Internal Affairs regulated the schools, 
and students completing the courses were required to take state qualifying examina-
tions. {{Zubovrachenyi vestnik 1885, 1891, 1892, 1897).

Fewer handicapped children—blind, deaf, and retarded—were in special schools 
in Imperial Russia than in West European countries in the nineteenth and early twen-
tieth centuries, but a number of Russian schools were established and supported pri-
vately, supplementing those sponsored by the Empress Marie Trusteeship, the imperial 
family, Boards of Welfare, and subsequently zemstvos (Conroy 1985; McCagg 1989, 
40, 48^19; Ruckman 1984, 94).

Russians’ efforts to promote education among indigenous peoples of the empire 
represented a facet of civil society, for that process linked the dominant ethnic group 
with minorities and enabled the latter to become more vocal and take more control 
over their own lives. Educator N. I. Il'minskii and the Brotherhood of St. Gurii pio-
neered private bilingual schools for Finns and Turkic-Tatar Muslims in the Volga 
region in the mid-nineteenth century. By 1870, there were 43; by the early twentieth 
century there were some 120 schools with an enrollment of over 4,000 (Dowler 2001, 
33-45,54-61,90-97). Orthodox clergy furthered literacy among national minorities 
of the Ural-Volga region, particularly the Mordvin, Cheremi, and Mari peoples, for 
example, by writing and publishing a Mordvinian-Russian dictionary (Matsuzato 
2002, 38-39).

National minorities were not passive recipients of Russian culture. Some Polish, 
Estonian, and Jewish societies were revolutionary. Nationalist organizations that were 
not overtly revolutionary, though, ought to be considered under the rubric of civil 
society, for they represented popular as opposed to official initiatives. Sizable num-
bers of Poles lived outside Russian Poland; there were about seventy thousand in St. 
Petersburg in the early twentieth century. They established a Catholic school next to 
St. Catherine’s Church on Nevskii Prospect. The Polish Benevolent Society, estab-
lished in 1884, conducted fund raisers and social activities and published a newspaper
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(Conroy 1994,114-15). In the second half of the nineteenth century, Estonians formed 
agricultural societies and clubs for “the advancement of music, theater, adult educa-
tion, and temperance,” although Estonian song festivals, some of which included thou-
sands of participants, were more ambiguous politically (Raun 1987, 70, 76). The 
Finnish peoples in Kazan, Viatka, and Kostroma provinces maintained a strong sense 
of their identity. Their prayer services, sometimes attended by four to five thousand 
people, at which they sacrificed horses and sheep and venerated a sacred stone, caused 
conflict with tsarist officials (Matsuzato 2002,67-73, 84-95,117-21). Although this 
would seem to confirm the arguments of historians who charge that divisions tore 
Imperial Russia apart, it also must be acknowledged that Russian outreach programs 
enlarged the world of the indigenous peoples and improved their ability to articulate 
their needs and rights. The Finnish animists, for example, insisted that “[t]he tsar 
himself could not change their beliefs” (ibid.).

Mutual aid societies for clerks, printers, and members of other occupations, which 
existed since the first half of the nineteenth century, showed working people taking 
charge of their own fate, an important ingredient of civil society (McKean 1990, 
163-68; Ramer 1996,120; Seregny 1996,178). Professional societies of engineers, 
feldshers, teachers, and physicians testified to the growth of civil society in the 
second half of the nineteenth century (Balzer 1996a; Ramer 1996; Seregny 1996). 
The first society of pharmacists had opened even earlier, in 1818. By 1913, there 
were some 10,000 pharmacists (out of a total population of some 144 million), 
and pharmacy societies functioned in eighteen cities of the empire, disseminating 
information on developments in the field through meetings and journals (Conroy 
1994, 219-28). The Pharmacists’ Pension Fund amassed 0.5 million rubles from 
staff pharmacists and pharmacy owners and was quite effective in succoring mem-
bers during the first decade of its existence, before revolutionary pharmacists 
took over its assets (Conroy 1994, 229-53). Dentists organized their first profes-
sional society in January 1885. In the 1890s, they appealed to the Governing 
Senate to prevent unqualified persons from assuming the title zubnoi vrach (den-
tal doctor) (Zubovrachebnyi vestnik 1885, 1897).

Some historians imply that associations of business owners like the Association of 
Southern Coal and Steel Producers, the Russian Industrial Society, and the Baku Pe-
troleum Association were too exclusive and even xenophobic to qualify as compo-
nents of civil society (Friedgut 1994, 25-40; Owen 1991a, 75-89). Yet, indisputably, 
they do belong under that rubric, for they reflected the cohesion of individuals, albeit 
with a specific agenda, acting independently from the government—the definition of 
civil society.

A number of societies contributed to the protection and promotion of public health. 
Pharmacy societies cooperated with cities in promoting clean water and unadulter-
ated foodstuffs (Conroy 1994,193). The Society for the Preservation of Public Health 
was small, with only three hundred members and a treasury of about 1,900 rubles in 
1880. The society had been formed in St. Petersburg, but branches, duly approved by 
the government, gradually fanned out across the empire—to Odessa, Kazan, and
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Theodosia on the Black Sea. The society sponsored research and was engaged in 
raising public awareness of health and hygiene (ibid., 196). The Free Economic Soci-
ety was a particularly lively example of an emerging civil society. Founded in the 
eighteenth century, the society cooperated with Orthodox parishes, zemstvos, feldsher 
schools, and other institutions to promote smallpox vaccination until it closed in 1906. 
It was largely self-funded (Pratt 2002, 566, 568, 573, 575).

Religious groups were somewhat exclusive, yet they promoted civil society 
through their social and educational activities. The Orthodox Church, the favored 
religion, was connected to the government, since a board (the Holy Synod) headed 
by a government-appointed layman, managed the Church and fulfilled government 
mandates, such as establishing elementary schools. Nevertheless, the Orthodox 
Church was not an extension of the government. In implementing social programs, 
Orthodox parishes operated fairly autonomously, especially as they were privately 
funded. In addition to educational activities, some clerics were involved in working 
for social justice, although they sometimes blurred the line between constructive 
and revolutionary activity, the best-known exponent of this ambiguity being Father 
Gapon (Sablinsky 1976).

Brenda Meehan’s sensitive study of five Orthodox nuns notes that the women’s 
“monastic communities” that “spread throughout rural Russia in the second half of 
the nineteenth century . . . were self supporting, primarily through the communal 
labor of the sisters.” These communities “offered” poor as well as prosperous “women 
an opportunity to develop their leadership abilities and to exercise considerable re-
sponsibility.” Women’s religious communities “managed and worked large agricul-
tural properties.” They also “ran schools, almshouses, and orphanages, and supervised 
the feeding, housing and religious life of the community.” Religious communities 
increased members’ literacy and gave them some business training, such as making 
and selling icons, handicrafts, and decorating churches (Meehan 1992, 13-14).

Despite the preeminence of Orthodoxy, other religions operated in Russia and 
engaged in secular activities. Those of Catholic Poles have been noted. Baron 
Gintsburg’s Society for the Spread of Enlightenment among the Jews of Russia (the 
OPE) could be classified as a civic organization, one of whose purposes was to bring 
Christians and Jews closer (Klier 1995, 245-62). Pavel Riabushinskii likewise tried 
to mainstream the “Old Belief’ (West 1991, 41-56).

Masonic societies, which emerged in the eighteenth century, were only quasi-
religious. Nevertheless, those societies, as well as the philosophical circles of the 
1830s and 1840s (such as the Slavophiles and Westerners) and occult groups that 
appeared especially in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, were ele-
ments of civil society. Some philosophical groups, like the Durov circle to which Fedor 
Dostoevsky belonged, had revolutionary proclivities but others focused on the gradual 
betterment of society within the prevailing system. Slavophiles like Aleksei Khomiakov 
tried to work out the finances of emancipating the serfs in the first half of the nineteenth 
century (Christoff 1961, 240-42). W. Bruce Lincoln details how informal groups 
emerging from salons and circles of the 1830s and 1840s produced the “enlightened
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bureaucrats” who orchestrated the Great Reforms of the 1860s and 1870s (Lincoln 
1982, esp. 139-67).

Spiritualists and Theosophists, though considered aberrant by the Orthodox Church 
and the tsarist government, nevertheless pushed civil society forward. According to 
Maria Carlson, “hundreds of occult societies and circles, registered and unregistered, 
were formed in every major city and in the provinces” in the last decades of the nine-
teenth century and the first decades of the twentieth. The societies provided private 
space for members’ activities such as seances but also galvanized the public through 
lectures, the publication of “more than eight hundred occult titles” between 1881 and 
1918, and other activities. They introduced Russians to Buddhism and Hinduism, if in 
garbled form. Following the October Manifesto’s proclamation of greater civil liberties 
in 1905, the Moscow Spiritualist Society, which had operated openly since 1897, ap-
plied for official registration, was duly chartered in 1906, and held a congress that 
attracted about seven hundred people later that year. The Theosophical Society gave 
public lectures, had its own academy, restaurants, and a dacha near St. Petersburg, and 
engaged in many philanthropic projects. Members established a dormitory for working 
women in St. Petersburg; managed vegetarian cafeterias and food kitchens for the poor; 
organized kindergartens and day care centers; assisted in hospitals; helped the elderly; 
distributed food, books, and toys to children; implemented Maria Montessori’s educa-
tional methods; and promoted peasant handicrafts. During World War I, the society 
assisted soldiers and their families, often in conjunction with other relief organizations, 
such as the International Red Cross (Carlson 1993,22,24,26,28,66-69, 76,78-80).

Groups focusing on art, theater, and music proliferated in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. They furthered civil society because they originated and 
operated independently from the government and, in some cases, educated the public 
and provided jobs. Through traveling exhibits of paintings that focused on Russian 
history, nature, and sometimes the plight of the poor and political dissidents, the 
Wanderers (Peredvizhniki) sought to raise the social awareness as well as the artistic 
sensibilities of provincial dwellers (Valkener 1977). The Artistic Circle, founded in 
1867 by Aleksandr Nikolaevich Ostrovskii, and the Moscow Association of Russian 
Playwrights, organized in 1870 and chartered by the Senate in 1874, helped protect 
the material interests of playwrights and translators and encouraged aspiring writers. 
By 1876, the Moscow society had some seventy members and contracts with seventy- 
two theaters. By 1884, the society had 330 members and working capital of 67,000 
rubles (McReynolds 2003, 39-42). The less commercial World of Art movement ad-
vanced civil society by blending together businessmen and-women, male and female 
painters, theater actors, opera and ballet artists, and impresarios. The nucleus of the 
group, which was fascinated with eighteenth-century subjects and the clarity of real-
istic as well as the curvilinear Art Nouveau style, began holding meetings in the 1880s. 
In the 1890s and the early twentieth century, they established a journal, held art exhi-
bitions, and sponsored musical performances. The World of Art group did not register 
with the authorities, and some members propounded radical political as well as cul-
tural ideas (Kamensky 1991, esp. 18-19).
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A number of Moscow businessmen consciously combined cultural patronage and 
social responsibility. Savva Mamontov, Petr Ivanovich Shchukin, Stepan Riabushinskii, 
and Pavel Tret'iakov amassed impressive collections of art and in Shchukin’s case, 
historical artifacts. Mamontov and his wife also supported music and Vladimir 
Nemirovich-Danchenko’s Moscow Art Theater. Extending personal enjoyment of their 
acquisitions, Shchukin donated his collection of manuscripts and books to the Histori-
cal Museum; and Tret'iakov built an art museum to display his icons and paintings. 
Savva Mamontov not only gathered painters at his estate of Abramtsevo near Moscow 
and fired ceramics himself but also established workshops to promote peasant handi-
crafts, both to preserve Russian heritage and increase peasant income (Bradley 1991, 
137-41; Norman 1991,93-107; Ruckman 1984, 84, 89, 97-98, 103, 105, 155-58).

Leisure pursuits helped construct civil society, in Joseph Bradley’s opinion. Whereas 
in the early nineteenth century, aside from charitable organizations, Moscow had only a 
handful of clubs for the elite, by 1912 there were “more than six hundred societies, 
organizations, clubs, and associations,” including vocational, technical, and medical 
societies; automobile, aviation, and other hobby clubs; Chautauqua-like self-
improvement clubs; and voluntary societies such as those devoted to science or to found-
ing museums, which bound together the middle and lower classes (Bradley 1991, 
135-48). Self-improvement and recreational clubs sprouted in other cities as well (Hamm 
1993,164-72). Louise McReynold’s delightful Russia at Play details the burgeoning of 
societies devoted to leisure and reminds us that while recreational societies might be 
considered frivolous, they reflected the growing self-confidence of the middle classes, 
increased living standards, and popular initiative and independence.

Equestrian-related activities had a long history. As early as 1739, there were 10 
private stud farms; by 1814, there were 1,339. The Moscow Hunting Society was 
established in 1834. Horse races were held in the Moscow Hippodrome in the 1830s; 
in 1880, races took place in twenty-four cities; and by 1905, there were races in fifty- 
nine cities, with prizes amounting to 2.75 million rubles (www.horse.spb.su/history). 
“Between 1854 and 1907,” McReynolds adds, “the number of registered [horse]- 
breeding societies jumped from 96 to 3,700; the number of race horses” increased 
from 260 to 3,000; and “the number of hippodromes nearly tripled, from 20 to 54” 
(McReynolds 2003, 81). In contrast to elitist British hunting societies, Russian hunt-
ing societies were egalitarian, including peasants among their members. The Mos-
cow Hunting Society received a charter in 1862. “The charter underscored civic 
concerns” related to gaming laws, protection of the environment, and “the breeding 
of hounds”(ibid., 83). There were over thirty hunting societies in the early twentieth 
century (ibid., 83-87). Physical culture and wrestling gained popularity in the late 
nineteenth century, fueling the establishment of amateur athletic societies. These 
strengthened civil society as well as the physiques of their members because “they 
offered opportunities for participation across a broad social spectrum,” “pulled thou-
sands of Russians into the public sphere,” and at least psychologically, helped knit 
together disparate socioeconomic groups, since “virtually all club charters declared 
themselves open to membership of all social estates” (ibid., 92-93, 88, 90, 94-95).
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Soccer clubs were first organized in 1879 by British managers at Russian facto-
ries. By 1911, there were thirteen clubs in Moscow. These “football” clubs had a 
leveling effect because they were associated with factories and neighborhoods and 
included workers as well as engineers and junior management (ibid., 102-5). Bicycle 
clubs also included members of different social classes. The first was established in 
Moscow by 1888; there were nineteen clubs by 1892. By 1897, the St. Petersburg 
club had five hundred members (ibid., 96).

McReynolds points out that women pursued sport (ibid., 107-8). It should be noted 
that women also promoted education, health care, and culture, increasing the viabil-
ity of civil society in the bargain. Women established schools for girls in the early 
nineteenth century. In the second half of that century, women lobbied for admission 
to institutions of higher education (Johansen 1987, 29, 35-40, 60). Over two thou-
sand women were certified as medical practitioners from the 1870s on. About seven 
hundred finished medical courses and became certified mid wives. Over sixteen hun-
dred women were enrolled in medical schools in the early twentieth century. Women 
were heavily involved in the new field of school hygiene, and they established medi-
cal clinics and schools for peasants. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centu-
ries, women received permission from the tsarist government to publish journals and 
establish societies, the foci of which included self-improvement, facilities for train-
ing destitute women and prostitutes, and the general betterment of society (Clyman 
and Vowles 1996; Ruane 1994, 93-113; Figner 1991, 54-56; Conroy 1981; Noonan 
and Nechemias 2001, 3-123).

Some individuals stand out among female social activists. Antonina Lesnevskaia, 
one of the first women pharmacists, founded a pharmacy entirely staffed by women 
in 1901 and in 1903 started a women’s pharmacy school that graduated around two 
hundred pharmacists by the time of World War I. The school helped professionalize 
pharmacy, and some graduates contributed to medical research (Conroy 1994, 109-
36, 396, 410).

Wendy Salmond depicts the prominent role that women played in preserving tra-
ditional wood carving, lace making, embroidery skills, and patterns, while buoying 
up peasant women financially by establishing kustar industries, retail shops selling 
crafts, and international exhibitions publicizing them. Although there were some fis-
sures, in addition to furthering culture, those activities strengthened civil society, for 
they created links among women from various socioeconomic groups, and with male 
patrons and ultimately the government. Wealthy nobles and merchant wives like Prin-
cess Maria Tenisheva, Elizaveta Mamontova, and Mariia Iakunchikova, whose work-
shops were founded during the famine of 1891-92, relied on the artistic talents of 
Elena Polenova, the product of an upper-middle-class family of artists and intellectu-
als, and on Sofia Davydova and Natalia Shabefskaia and her daughters, historians 
and promoters of Russian arts and crafts from humbler backgrounds. These famed 
women inspired Ekaterina Chokolova, a railroad engineer’s wife, to promote tradi-
tional art. All the patronesses depended on nameless peasant women in Tver, Vitebsk, 
and other Russian and Ukrainian provinces to execute their designs and produce wares.
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The women’s arts and crafts movement stimulated the Moscow zemstvo to open a 
kustar museum in 1885, which sold peasant handicrafts, and on the eve ofWorld War 
I prompted the central government to establish official agencies to promote peasant 
handicrafts, bureaucratizing the movement but giving it wider scope (Salmond 1996, 
esp. 15-45, 65-66, 82-83, 115—45, 164).

Women’s civic activities propelled them into the political arena. The Russian 
Women’s Mutual-Philanthropic Society counted sixteen hundred members at its high 
point in 1899. Some women joined subversive groups. Over two thousand became 
Social Democrats before 1905, railed against the Russo-Japanese War, and orches-
trated strikes in 1905, May Day parades in 1914, and strikes during World War I. The 
women’s suffrage movement was more mainstream, although it included Social Demo-
crat Alexandra Kollontai, supporters of the Socialist Revolutionaries, and supporters 
of the Constitutional Democrats (Kadets, then fairly radical) like Anna Miliukova 
and Ekaterina Shchepkina. Only one woman spoke for female suffrage at the ban-
quets that radical liberals organized in the fall of 1904 to demand a parliament and 
expanded civil rights. In January 1905, however, some 150 women signed a petition 
for women’s suffrage, and in the spring of that year the Union of Equal Rights for 
Women began to push for women’s civil and political rights (Edmondson 1992, 79-
80, 81, 85-87; Conroy 1994, 125-26, 129). Only in Finland, however, were women 
permitted to participate in elections for the unicameral regional parliament, the Sejm, 
that was established in 1906.

Civil society did not wither during World War I despite some shortages and prob-
lems. Peasants did not seize estate land, probably because they already owned 80 
percent of the arable land, and an estimated 20 percent of the peasants were prosper-
ous (Matsuzato 1998; Gatrell 1994,226-28; Wheatcroft and Davies 1994,62). Large- 
scale industry increased productivity and output (Davies 1994, 135; Conroy 1994, 
320-48). A flourishing film industry, theater, and the arts (Tsivian et al. 1989; Jahn 
1995; McReynolds 2003, 1-3) document that many citizens lived a fairly normal life 
during the war. About 1,000 to 1,600 strikes erupted in 1915 and 1916, but organizers 
labored to call them and many workers were cool to revolutionary blandishments 
(Friedgut 1994,221,224,228; McKean 1990,369-94; Conroy 1994, 350-63). Refu-
gees strained the infrastructure in some cities, but civic as well as governmental orga-
nizations assisted them (Gatrell 1999). Unfortunately, civil society began to weaken 
in 1917, partly due to demagogues who stressed inequality between socioeconomic 
strata rather than the possibility for social and economic advancement. The fate of 
civil society in Russia after the Bolshevik Revolution in October 1917 is the subject 
of the next chapter.

Conclusion

The examples above do not exhaust the potentially relevant evidence. They do not 
purport to prove that all was harmonious in late Imperial Russia or that civil society 
was stronger than the government. However, they indicate that many Russian citizens
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were self-starters and joined in cooperative activities to bring about educational, so-
cial, and cultural improvements. In broad terms, this analyis implies that Russian 
society was symbiotic and synergistic as well as adversarial. There were those who 
worked to destroy the existing political and social order but also various socioeco-
nomic groups that worked in concert for larger goals within the system. The embry-
onic civil society was buttressed by the ownership of private property; a growing 
economy (Gregory 1994, 14-84; West and Petrov 1998; Crisp 1976; Davies 1994, 
32-135); a government that, although authoritarian, abided by a codified system of 
rules; and a fairly responsive and honest judicial system. Though the tsarist state was 
far from democratic, it allowed space for many independent initiatives by citizens, 
and in many cases even encouraged nonstate organizations as a means of gaining 
assistance in serving national interests. It is the consensus of a large number of schol-
ars that during the last decades of tsarist Russia, the efforts of a wide variety of people 
had generated the vibrant associational activity that indicated the emergence of a 
nascent civil society.

Note

1. This generalization is based on the author’s conversations with students and citizens 
during thirty years of teaching Russian history.
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